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Nur Ima Gita Pertiwi, 12322021, Influence of Corporate Governance Mechanisms to Earnings Management, Accounting, Faculty of Economics, Muhammadiyah University of Gresik, August, 2016 
This research aims to prove empirically the influence of the corporate governance mechanism for earnings management. This study uses indicators of the corporate governance mechanism consisting : audit committe, independent commissioner, instiutional ownership, managerial ownership. Samples used in this study amounted to 23 companies listed on the indonesia stock exchange (BEI) for the year 2010-2014 so that the results obtained 155 sampel. Processing and data analysis in this study using multiple linear regression. 
The results of this study indicate that corporate governance have a significant effect on earnings management. While only partially audit committees have a significant effect on earnings management whit a significant level of 0.000. Others variabel independent such as : independent commissioner not effect on earnings management white a significant level of 0.300, institutional ownership not effect on earnings management white a significant level of 0.775 and managerial ownership not effect on earnings management white a significant level of 0.790.  
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